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ON SECONDARY BIFURCATIONS FOR SOME NONLINEAR
CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS1

F. COMETS, TH. EISELE AND M. SCHATZMAN

ABSTRACT. On the d-dimensional torus Td = (R/Z)d, we study the nonlin-

ear convolution equation

u(t) = g{Xw* u{t)}, t£Td, A > 0.

where * is the convolution on Td, w is an integrable function which is not

assumed to be even, and g is bounded, odd, increasing, and concave on R+.

A typical example is g =th.

For a general function w, we show by the standard theory of local bifur-

cation that, if the eigenspace of the linearized problem is of dimension 2, a

branch of solutions bifurcates at A = (g'(Q)w(p))~1 from the zero solution,

and we show that it can be extended to infinity.

For special simple forms of w, we show that the first bifurcating branch has

no secondary bifurcation, but the other branches can.

These results are related to the theory of spin models on Td in statistical

mechanics, where they allow one to show the existence of a secondary phase

transition of first order, and to some models of periodic structures in the brain

in neurophysiology.

1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to analyse the branches of solutions

of a nonlinear convolution equation on the d-dimensional torus Td = (R/Z)d. The

equations are of the general form

(1.1) u(t)=g{\w*u(t)},

where t G Td, \ G R+, * is the convolution operator, w a given integrable function

on Td, which is not assumed to be even, and g is a bounded, odd, increasing

function, which is concave on R+. The positivity of A does not reduce the generality.

There is a large number of models where equations of the above kind appear, in

particular within the theory of statistical mechanics and some mathematical models

of biology. In statistical mechanics, (1.1) corresponds to the mean field equation

of an interacting spin system (see [20, 2]). In the thermodynamical limit, the free

energy ip(ß) of the system is given by a variational principle

(1.2)       -ßi>{ß) =     sup
ueL2(Td)

Il w(t — s)u{s)u(t) ds dt — /    ip{u{t))dtß
(Td)2
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where w(t — s) represents the interaction potential between a spin at site t and a

spin at site s, w is assumed to be even, but not necessarily positive, and ip is the

entropy function of the single spin distribution p:

(1.3) ip(x) = sup I xy - In / exp(yz)p{dz) \

(see also §2). If uo is a (local) maximum of the variational problem (1.2), then the

first Fréchet derivative of ßF - I must vanish; i.e.,

(1.4) ßF'(u0) - /'(no) = 0,

or equivalently,

(1.5) ßw * u0(t) - i'p{u0(t)) = 0

almost everywhere. This mean field equation is equivalent to (1.1) if we set i'p = g~x

and replace the inverse temperature ß by the parameter A. The global maxima of

(1.2) correspond to equilibrium states, while local maxima represent metastable

states. Both are stable solutions of (1.5) or (1.1) (see §6). Moreover, in the theory

of nucleation (see [15, 23]), one is interested in solutions of (1.5) which are saddle

points of the potential ßF — I. They are unstable, or more precisely hyperbolic,

solutions of (1.5) in the sense of dynamical systems.

Phase transitions of the spin system are nonanalytic changes of the global max-

imum uo of the variational principle. They are in general linked with a bifurcation

of the solutions of the mean field equation (1.5) and simultaneously with a change

of the stability of the solutions of (1.5). In [2] it has been shown that there are

primary stable bifurcations of the solutions of (1.1) not only for the nonzero con-

stant solutions (Curie-Weiss model), but also for periodic solutions of (1.1), which

appear in the antiferromagnetic case.

Beside these models, in which equation (1.1) appears literally, there are a number

of models where one gets equations of a similar type. We like to refer especially

to the spin-glass model of van Hemmen et al. [10], since in particular one studies

there secondary phase transitions—corresponding to secondary bifurcations of (1.1)

here—which establish the existence of so-called mixed phases. The similarity of

the equations mentioned in this reference and (1.1) will become even more obvious

after we have transformed (1.1) into the corresponding equations for the Fourier

transforms in §2. The methods developed in this paper, and in particular those of

the associated dynamical system (§8) allow one to understand better the results of

[10].
Nonlinear evolution equations involving a convolution term appear also in some

mathematical models of biological systems. We shall mention [0, 1, 5, 6, and 16],

where further references are quoted, but let us give more details about the problems

addressed in [16] because they are the closest to the ones we consider here.

The adult brain of higher organisms such as mammals displays a remarkable

mixture of highly specific connectivity patterns with large amounts of randomness.

The cortex is the external part of the brain; it is an envelope about 2 mm thick,

with many folds. The visual cortex, which has been extensively studied, is located

in the occipital region, and it receives indirect projections from the two retinae. The

existence of ocular dominance stripes is among the striking organization patterns

uncovered in the sixties: in the brain of adult animals, the cells are segregated into
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stripes which are sensitive either to left eye or to right eye stimuli; but this is not

true in newborn animals.

It is a major problem to understand the rules which guide the formation of this

circuitry during pre- and postnatal development. A theoretical explanation should

show how microscopic mechanisms governing the growth and decay of synapses—

the individual contacts between neurones—yield the observed macroscopic behav-

ior. Models of development of ocular dominance stripes stipulate that growth of

contacts at points x depends on the density of fibres or contacts not only at x, but

in a neighborhood of x.

Two alternative types of mechanisms may be invoked. In the first, afferent fibres

carry chemical markers which diffuse laterally within the cortical tissue; at point x

in cortex, the rate of growth of synapses of a certain type—i.e., coming from either

the left eye of the right eye—is governed by the similarity between the marker

carried by the fibre, and the concentration of this marker at x [13]. In the second

type of model, synaptic growth depends solely on short-term temporal correlations

between pre- and postsynaptic activities: this is an application of the Hebb principle

of synaptic modification [8]. According to this principle, the strength of connections

between two cells grows proportionally to the correlation between the activities

of the two cells. Activities in fibres of different origins—right and left eye—are

assumed to be uncorrelated, and correlations or anticorrelations are carried through

the cortex via a pre-existing circuitry [22].

It has been pointed out [18] that, in spite of different mechanisms, the two models

are theoretically equivalent; both are conveniently summarized by an evolution

equation with a spatial convolution term of a particular type: the central part

of the convolution kernel is positive, the outer part negative. If the variable u

designates the difference between the density of left-eye and right-eye contacts,

the evolution of u is described by the following equation [18], where w is a given

convolution kernel depending only on space and * is the spatial convolution:

(1.6) du/dt = {w*u)-f(u).

The nonlinearity / serves to express a saturation or constraint; a modification of this

equation, which has the advantage of exhibiting better the effect of the constraints,

if for instance there is a physically maximal density of contacts, is

(1.7) du/dt = w * u — h(u),

where h is an increasing function of u, which can be taken multivalued if sharp

constraints are desired. We would like to study the behavior of (1.6) and (1.7), as

time increases infinitely.

It is shown in [16] that the nontrivial stable solutions of (1.6) when f(u) = l — u2

satisfy, under a suitable functional hypothesis on w,

(1.8) u = sgn(w*u),

and that the nontrivial stable stationary solutions of (1.7) satisfy

(1.9) h(u) = w*u.

Clearly, if g is the reciprocal of the signum function, which means that, in (1.7), u

is constrained to stay between -1 and +1, problems (1.8) and (1.9) are identical.
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If we write (1.9) as

(1.10) u = h-\w*u),

it is natural to imbed (1.10) in a family of similar problems depending on a pa-

rameter u = h~l(\w * it), which is precisely problem (1.1) considered above in a

statistical physics setting. If, in particular, we take g = /i-1 = th as in (2.10), we

obtain

(1.11) u = th(\w*u).

Observe that as A goes to infinity, problem (1.11) resembles more and more problem

(1.8). We expect to gain some understanding of problems (1.6) and (1.7) through

a careful study of the set of their stable stationary solutions, which are the main

candidates to be asymptotic states of (1.6) and (1.7) as time grows infinitely. Thus

we are interested in a rather complete description of all solutions of (1.1), at least

for some natural choices of the function w.

This paper contains

(a) The proof that if A € (0, ((7'(0)iu?|(0))_1), the only solution of (1.1) is zero.

Here and below, f(p) = /T<¡ f (t) exp{—2-ïïipt} dt denotes the Fourier coefficient of

the function / on Td, p G Zd.

(b) A description of the primary bifurcation picture. Assuming w{p) real and

w(q) t¿ w(p) for all q ^ ±p, we obtain in some cases a branch starting at Ap =

(g'(0)w(p))~1 and extending to infinity. We do not presently cover the cases when

w has symmetries in Td,d > 1, i.e., w(p) = w(q) for some q ^ ±p, because this

would lead to bifurcation kernels of dimension larger than 2.

(c) A description of secondary bifurcations for some special choices of w. More

precisely, if we assume that

(1.12) w(t) = acos(2npt) + ßcos(2-wqt) + w0(t)

with a, ß > 0

tôb(r) = 0    for r e [(2Z + l)p + 2Zq] U [2Zp + (2Z + l)q],

and p, q satisfying either the noncollinearity condition

(1.13) P=0/5    or    (pp)(qq) - (pq)2 > 0,

or in the collinear case, the arithmetic condition

(1.14) q<í(2Z + l)p   and   p <£ (2Z + l)q,

then we are able to give a rather complete picture of the secondary bifurcations in

Theorems 5 and 7. In particular, no second bifurcation from the first-appearing

branch occurs, but some may occur from the second branch. This secondary bifur-

cation is connected with an exchange in the stability of the primary branch. In the

noncollinear case, this branch is unstable, or more precisely hyperbolic (see §8 for

the definition), until the appearance of the secondary bifurcation, but it is stable

after the occurrence of the secondary bifurcation. The solutions on the secondary

branch are, in general, hyperbolic.

In an example we show that the mentioned exchange in stability on the second

of the primary branches, which goes together with the secondary bifurcation, is
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of physical relevance in some models of statistical mechanics. It gives rise to a

secondary phase transition of first order, where the equilibrium state jumps from

the first primary branch to another stable solution.

The stability analysis of the different branches is done by reducing the prob-

lem to a finite-dimensional one on the Fourier coefficients û(±p) and u(±q) and

by studying the geometric properties of an associated mapping. When the non-

collinearity condition (1.13) holds, the set of solutions can be completely described.

Moreover, in this case we characterize the fixed points as stable, hyperbolic, or

totally unstable.

Of course, these results depend heavily on the oddness of g. Small perturbations

from this condition would lead to nonconnected manifolds of solutions, which show

turning points and so-called two-sided bifurcations. They appear, for example, in

the spin model of the beginning of this section if there exists an additional external

magnetic field h = h(s).

Also higher-dimensional spin variables may be treated similarly: for example,

X-Y spins or Heisenberg spins with values in S2. Their mean field equations have

the form of systems of nonlinear convolution equations. However, these generaliza-

tions will not be discussed in this paper.

2. General assumptions and preliminary results. Let Td = (R/Z)d be

the d-dimensional torus. By dt we denote the Lebesgue measure on Td. We are

concerned with the nonlinear convolution equation

(2.1) u(t)=g{\-w*u(t)},        tGTd,

where A G R+ = [0, +oo). Here, for a given Lebesgue-integrable function w on Td,

we define the convolution operator

(2.2) w*u(t)= I    w(t-s)u(s)ds,
JTd

and we assume g: R —► R to be an odd, increasing, bounded function which is

(2.3) concave on [0, oo).

Here and in the rest of the paper, we understand increasing, decreasing, etc., in

the weak sense of nondecreasing, nonincreasing, etc., respectively, and similarly for

concave. Otherwise, we say strictly increasing, strictly decreasing, strictly concave,

etc. Of course, we exclude the trivial cases g = 0 or w = 0.

REMARK. In principle, there is no restriction in having A > 0 instead of A G R,

since the pair (—\,w) gives the same equation (2.1) as the pair (A, —w). However,

the formulation of the theorems is much simplified by considering only A G R+.

In the examples from statistical mechanics, the interaction potential is given by

the function w, and a thermodynamical state u on Td has internal energy

1 1   /"
(2.4) E=-{u,w*u} = -       u(t) ■ w * u(t) dt.

2 2 J'pä

On the other hand, the nonlinear function g reflects in some sense the entropy of

the system. To be more precise, let us recall (see [12, 2], e.g.) the definition of the

(^-function for a measure p:

(2.5) <j>p(x) = In / exp{xy)p(dy).
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The entropy function ip of p can then be calculated as the Legendre transformation

of <¡>p:

(2.6) ip(y) = snp{xy - <¡>p{x)}.
X

Now, g is the derivative of the function <f>p or, equivalently, by (2.6), the inverse

function of the derivative of the entropy ip:

(2.7) g(x)=<t>'p(x) = (i'p)-\x).

In examples with Ising spins, we have

(2.8) po = («+i + «-i)/2

such that

(2.9) <j)po{x) = \ncosh(x),

and

(2.10) go{x) = 4>'po{x) = th{x).

Obviously, go satisfies the desired properties (2.3). It is even real analytic on R and

strictly concave on (0, oo). In general, the concavity condition for g is tantamount

to the GHS-inequality for the measure p (see [4, 2]).

For a one-dimensional problem and in connection with a quadratic internal en-

ergy, this inequality guarantees that there is exactly one higher-order phase tran-

sition for the equilibrium state (see also [3], in particular the remark at the end of

§5).
We note some simple consequences from our assumptions on g: g being odd, we

have

(2.11) 0(0) = 0.

Because g does not vanish identically and is concave on R+, we find for x ^ 0 that

(2.12) q(x)/x is strictly positive and decreasing with respect to |i|.

Therefore,

(2.13) ff'(0) :=  lim ^ > 0
|x|—0     X

exists and is positive. Until §4 inclusively, we allow ^'(O) = +00. Set

(2.14) 7=   hm   ¡7(1) G (0,oo).

By the concavity condition, g is necessarily continuous on R\{0}, possibly with two

symmetric jumps at zero. Finally, we set

(2.15) g'(s) = lim8upg(x + £)-g(x)>0,

and

(2.16) 9'(s)=liminfg(x + £)-g(l)>0.
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g' and g' are symmetric, decreasing in |x|, and

(2.17) 0'(O) = ff'(O)=£'(O).

We mention in particular, that if g is strictly concave on (0, oo) then

(2.18) g'{x) - g'{x') < 0   and   £'(x) - g'(x') < 0

for all x, x' G R with |x'| < x.

We study naturally our equation (2.1) by considering the Fourier coefficients of

u: For p G Zd let

(2.19) û(p) = / u(t) exp(-27Tî'p • t) dt.

The inverse transformation is given by Parseval's formula

(2.20) u(t) = Y^ ù(p) exp(27rip • t).

pez«*

Here and in the sequel the equality is understood in the sense of L2{Td). Since u

and w are real functions on Td, we have

(2.21) û(-p) = û(p)    and   w(-p) = w(p);

in particular,

(2.22) u(0)eR   and   w(0) G R.

By the convolution rule w~*u(p) = w(p)û(p), (2.1) can now be rewritten as

(2.23) u(t) = g ¡ A ^ w(<l)û(q) exp(2niqt) \ ,        tGTd,

[     9ÉZ* J
or

(2.24) û(p)=   gl\ J2 M°)Hq)exp(2mqt)\      (p)

for all p e Zd.

DEFINITION. We say that a solution u of (2.1) is p-stable, p G Zd, if

(2.25) MMp)\ I g'{Xw*u{t)} dt < 1.

It is called p-unstable or critical if

(2.26) X\w(p)\ Í g[ {\w * u(t)} dt > 1.

We conclude this section with some simple results about solutions of (2.1):

(i) Set

(2.27) G(\,u) = u-g{\w*u}.

Then

(2.28) G(A,0) = 0   for all A,
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since (2.1) has always the trivial solution u = 0.   If !?'(0) < +oo, the linearized

operator at u = 0 is given by

(2.29) DuG(\,0)-v = v-g'(0)\w*v

with v G Li(Td).   The operator v —> w * v is compact in L2{Td), so that the

spectrum of DUG(X, 0) is

(2.30) spL>uG(A, 0) - {1} U  (J {1 - g'(0)\w(p)}.
pez-

Therefore by the implicit function theorem, there is no bifurcation for A not in

(2.31) R n {(ff'(O)w(p))-1, p G Zd with w{p) ¿ 0}.

(ii) There are two kinds of invariance for the set of solutions of (2.1): First, (2.1)

is translation invariant; i.e., if u is a solution of (2.1), then so is

(2.32) ua(t) = u(t + s)

for all s G Td, since

(2.33) G{X,u,){t) = G{u,X)(t + a).

Recall that

(2.34) u^{p) — w(p) exp{27nps}.

Second, if u is a solution of (2.1), so is — u, since

(2.35) G{X,-u) = -G(X,u).

THEOREM 1.   (i) Let g'(0) < oo and A G (0,(^(0) • ||«;||Li)_1).  Then (2.1) has

only the trivial solution u = 0.

(ii) Let w(0) > 0 and

fîMfil À   -í° if g'(Q) = +oo,
[¿-M) ^"{(s'ÍOHO))-1    otherwise.

At Ao a branch of constant nontrivial solutions u\ = +.û\(0) bifurcates from the

trivial solution, where û\(0) = û(0) > 0 is the unique positive solution of

(2.37) û(0) = ff{Àû(0)«i(0)},        A e (A0, +oo).

//, moreover, w > 0, then this branch does not have secondary bifurcations.

PROOF, (i) g being odd, we have for any solution u,

sup|u(i)| = supg{A|u; *u(t)\} < g \ A||w||¿i sup|u(í)| \,
t t ( t )

which for A < (^'(0)Hxl'II¿,i)— x implies supt \u(t)\ = 0.
(ii) The first assertion of (ii) is well known (see, e.g., [2, Appendix B],). If

w > 0, w ^ 0, then w(p) < w(0) for all p G Zd - {0}. If g is differentiable on

(0, +oo), the spectrum of the linearization at u\ = û(0),

DuG(X,û(0))v = v- Xg'{Xw{0)û{0)}w * v,
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Figure 1

consists of the values 1 and 1 — \w(p)g'{Xw(0)û(0)}, p G Zd. But

(2.38) Xw(p)g'{\w(0)u(0)} < Xw(0)g'{\w(0)û(0)} = ^<?{Axu)(0)}|I=û(o) < 1

and the branch u = ±û(0) cannot have a secondary bifurcation. For a general

function g, a simple approximation by a smooth function g shows that there are no

secondary bifurcations on ±u(0) for g either.    D

REMARK. Let again w(0) > 0.  We are interested in the behavior of Ua(0) for

A \ Ao- Assume first that g is linear in some interval [—a, +a], 0 < a < +oo; i.e.

(2.39) g(x) = g'(0)x,        0 < g'(0) < +oo,

for x G [—a, +a\. Of course, we suppose a to be maximal with this property. Then

at A = Ao = (g'(0)ri)(0))_1 we have in addition to (2.37) the constant solutions (see

Figure 1)

(2.40) u\0 = x   with x G \—a,+a\.

Conversely, if g is not linear in a neighborhood of 0, then the concavity of g implies

that either

A0 = 0 and then g{\ow{tí)x} = 0 for all x,

or

A0 > 0, and then 0 < g'{0) < +oo

and

(2.41) g{Xow(0)x} < g'(0)Xow{0)x = x   for all x G (0, oo).

In both cases there are no nontrivial constant solutions at Ao- This shows that

we have, in addition to Theorem 1 (ii), nontrivial constant solutions of (2.1) if and

only if ¡7 is linear in a neighborhood of 0. (2.37) and (2.40) are the only nontrivial

constant solutions of (2.1).

We set the maximal a from (2.39) equal to 0 if g is not linear in a neighborhood

of zero. It is then easy to see that

(2.42) lim Ûa(0) = lim g(x).
A\Ao x\q

In particular, if g is continuous at 0, but not linear in a neighborhood of 0, then

(2.43) lim ÛA(0) = 0,
A \,Ao
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and graphically the nontrivial constant solutions branch indeed from the trivial

solution.

Finally, we note some simple properties of the function A —► Ua(0) if w(0) > 0.

For A G (A0, +00) we set

(2.44) <f>o{^x) = g{Xw(0)x}

and

(2.45) d<j>o{\x) = Xw{0)g'{Xw{0)x}.

On (Ao,+cc) the function A —► Ûa(0) = 4>0(X,û\(0)) is continuous and increasing

with

(2.46) lim   «a(0) = 7,
A—> + oo

where 7 stems from (2.14). The solution u\ = ±Ua(0) is 0-stable since

(2.47) 0<<94>o(A,Ûa(0))<1.

Moreover,

(2.48) lim   d<f>o{X,ûx{0)) = 0.
A—>+oo

To see the last equality, we fix 0 < x < -7 and A > Ao with uo(X) > x by (2.46).

The concavity of g on R+ shows for A > Â that

(2.49) 0 < ¿WA, Ûa(0)) < (g{Xw(0)ûx(0)} - g{Xw(0)x})/(ùx(0) - x).

By (2.14) the right side of (2.47) goes to zero as A — +00.

3. Some invariance results for the Fourier coefficients. In this section,

we show that the conditions on g imply the existence of classes of functions u,

characterized by their Fourier coefficients, which are invariant under the operation

u —> g{Xw * u}. Therefore, solutions of (2.1) can be studied independently in each

of these classes.

Let us define, for p G Zd and A ç Z,

(3.1) Ap = {kp, k G A}.

PROPOSITION 1.   Letp,qG Zd and m be an integrable function on Td. Then

(i)

(3.2) m(r) = 0   for all r(£Zp

if and only if

(3.3) m(- + s) = m(-)   for all s G Td with p ■ s = 0 mod 1.

(Ü)

(3.4) rh(r) = 0   for all r£{2Z + \)p

if and only if

(3.5) m(- + s) - -m(-)    for all s G Td with p • s = \ mod 1.

(iii) Assume that p ^ 0 and q ^ 0 are not collinear; i.e.,

(3.6) (pp)(qq) - (pq)2 > 0.
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Then

(3.7) m{r) = 0   for all r £ [(2Z + l)p + 2Zq) U [2Zp + (2Z + l)q\

if and only if

(3.8) m(- + s) — m(-)   for all s G Td with ps mod 1 = qs mod 1 = 5.

(iv) Assume thatp,q G Zd\{0} are collinear; i.e.,

(3.9) nip = n2q ¿ 0

for some ni,n2 G Z\{0} with gcd(m,n2) = 1. Here, gcd denotes the greatest

common divisor. Set ro = p/n2 = q/ni.  Then ro G Zd, and

(3.10) [(2Z + l)p + 2Zq) U [2Zp + (2Z + l)q] = { gj + ^    ** ; J ^

iVow, if ni ■ ni is odd, then

(3.7) is equivalent to (3.8).

But if ni • ni is even, then (3.7) is equivalent to

(3.11) m(- + s) = m(-)   /or a// s G Td with ps mod 1 = qs mod 1 = 0.

PROOF, (i) (3.2) and (2.20) imply (3.3) immediately. Conversely, by (3.3) and

(2.34), we get for all s € Td with ps = 0 mod 1 and r G Zd that

(3.12) m(r)[exp{27rirs}-l]=0.

Let r = (ri,... ,r¿) with m(r) ^ 0. Then

(3.13) r • s = 0 mod 1    for all sGTd with ps = 0 mod 1.

Considering, in particular, s = (0,..., Sk, 0,...), we have rkSk G Z for all «fc with

pjtSfc G Z, which can only hold if r^ = rifePfc for some nk G Z. Moreover, if nfc ̂  n¡

for fc t¿ Z and pfe,p¡ ̂  0, we take s = (0,..., «fe,... , «j,0,...) with Sfe = \{nk-n{)pk

and s¡ = — ̂(nfc — n¿)p¡, which satisfies ps = 0 but rs = 5. We have a contradiction

to (3.13). Therefore, nk = n¡ and r G Zp.

(ii) Obviously, if (3.4) is satisfied, then so is (3.5).

Let (3.5) hold. Then (3.3) holds also, and we get m{r) = 0 for all r £ Zp. But if
r = 2np t¿ 0 with n G Z, we take s = (0,..., l/2pfc, 0,...) for some fc with p¿ ^ 0,

such that ps = \. By (3.5)

0 = m(r)[exp{27ri'rs} + 1] = rh(r)2,

which shows m(r) — 0. Thus (3.4) holds.

(iii) Evidently, (3.8) follows from (3.7). Conversely, assume (3.8). First, one

checks that the set of all s satisfying ps = qs = \ mod 1 is given by

(3.14) s=\((Vp)(qq)-(pq)2)-'

X {p[(2fc + 1)(M) - (2/ + l)(po)] + q[(2l + l)(pp) - (2fc + l)(pg)]} + «

with fc, l G Z and («p) — (sq) — 0. (3.8) says that if m(r) ^ 0 then r ■ s = ^ mod 1

for all s from (3.14). Setting r = ap + ßq + f with fp — fq = 0, we find for all such
s that

rs= i[a(2fc+l)+/3(2/ + l)]+r"s"= \ modi
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for ail fc, l G Z and all s. Hence, r = 0 and

(3.15) {a, ß) G [(2Z + 1) x 2Z] U [2Z x (2Z + 1)],

which is r G [(2Z + l)p + 2Zg] U [2Zp + (2Z + l)g].
(iv) Since gcd(ni,n2) = 1, there exists fci,fc2 G Z with

(3.16) fcini + fc2ri2 = 1.

Therefore

(3.17) kiq + k2p = r0GZd.

Now if nx and ni are odd, then

(3.18) /iru + /2n2G(2Z + l)    iff   (lx,l2) G [(2Z + 1) x 2Z] U [2Z x (2Z + 1)],

which by hq + l2p = {hni + l2n2)ro shows (3.10) for ni • n2 odd.  On the other

hand, if nx • n2 is even—i.e., (ni,n2) G [(2Z + 1) x 2Z] U [2Z x (2Z + 1)]—then

hq + hp = (h + n2)q + (l2 - nx)p = (lxnx + l2n2)r0

shows

(3.19) [(2Z + l)p + 2Z<j] U [2Zp + (2Z + l)q] = Zp + Zq = Zr0.

Now, let nx ■ n2 be odd. Then, since (fc1; fc2) G [(2Z + 1) X 2Z] U [2Z x (2Z + 1)] by

(3.18),
ps = qs = \ mod 1    iff   r0s = \ mod 1,

and (ii) shows the equivalence of (3.7) and (3.8). It is clear that

ps = qs = 0 mod 1    iff   r0s = 0 mod 1.

If nx ■ n2 is even, then (3.19) and (i) show that (3.7) and (3.11) are equivalent.    D

DEFINITION. We denote by 7P, 7P and 7pq the sets of integrable functions on Td

which satisfy (3.2), (3.4), and (3.7) respectively.

We note some immediate consequences of the proposition:

COROLLARY.   If w G 7p,w G 7p, or w G 7pq for noncollinear p and q, then all

solutions of (2.1) are in 7p,7p, and 7pq, respectively.

REMARK. For p G Zd\{0} set

(3.20) wp{t) = ^2 w(r)exp{2-nirt}.

r£(2Z+l)p\{±p}

If w = wp, i.e., if

(3.21) w(r) = 0   for all r G (2Z + l)p\{+p, -p},

then any function w e 7p' is a solution of (2.1) if and only if

(3.22) u(t) = g I X ^2 w{r)u(r) exp(2itirt) \ .
I     r=±p J

Of course, the last statement also holds trivially for p = 0. 7q — 7¿ consists only of

constant functions, and u = û(0) is a solution of (2.1) if and only if û(0) satisfies

(3.23) û(0) = g{Xw{0)û(0)}.
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Similarly, for p, q G Zd, p ^ q ^ 0, we set

(3.24) wpq =     ^2    w(r) exp{27TîVi}
r=±p,±q

+ y2 w(r)exp{2-KÍrt}.

rg[(2Z + l)p+2Z<j]u[2Zp+(2Z + l)g]

If w = wpq, i.e., if

(3.25) w(r) = 0   for all r G ([(2Z + l)p + 2Zg] U [2Zp + (2Z + l)g])\{±p, ±q},

then any function u G 7pq is a solution of (2.1) if and only if

(3.26) u{t) = glX    J2    w(r)û(r)exp{2mrt) \ .
K     r=±p,±q )

The simple forms of (3.22), (3.23), and (3.26) lead to the following definitions.

DEFINITION. A function u G 7p is called a p-primary solution, p G Zd, if

(3.27) û(p) ?É 0

and

(3.28) u(t) = g{Xwp*u{t)}

with wp from (3.20). u G ^,9 is called a (p, g)-secondary solution if

(3.29) Û(p) ̂  0,        Û(q) ¿ 0,

and

u(t) = g{Aw)p(j *u(i)}

with wpq from (3.24).

Note in particular that p-primary solutions and (p, g)-secondary solutions are,

in general, not solutions of (2.1) unless w = wp,w = wpq, respectively, p-primary

solutions and (p, g)-secondary solutions are nontrivial by definition. Only for p = 0,

the 0-primary solutions are always the nontrivial constant solutions of (2.1), which

are treated in Theorem 1.

For p t¿ 0 we investigate p-primary solutions in the next section, (p, g)-secondary

solutions are studied in §§5 and 7.

4. Primary solutions. For p G Zd\{0} we shall study the existence of (non-

trivial) p-primary solutions in 7p, i.e., solutions of (3.28). This means implicitly

that we assume w = wp with wp from (3.20) or that (3.21) holds. Let us define

(assuming for a moment that g is a function on C)

(4.1) $p(A,Zp,2_p) =     9\X 22 w(q)zqexp{2itiqt}\ exp{-2-KÍpt} dt,
■1       {    q=±p J

(4.2) ({>p(X,z) = Re<î>p{X,z,z)

= / g{A2Re(u>(p)zexp(27r¿pi))}cos(27rpí)<¿£,
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and its 'formal' symmetric derivative

(4.3) dd>p(X,z) = %(d,p% + dz_p*-p)(X,z,z)

= ARew(p) / g'{X2Re(w(p)zexp(2iript))}dt.

Note that even if w(p) = w(-p) G R and z — z G R,

(4.4) d4p{X,z)ï%-<l>p{X,z)
az

= Xw{p) / g'{Aú)(p)z2cos(27rpí)}2cos2(27rpí)dr,

The following result is generalized in §5.

THEOREM 2.   If lm w(p) ^ 0, then there do not exist p-primary solutions in 7p.

REMARK. We know already from (2.31) that the condition of Theorem 2 is

necessary for local bifurcations from zero. The theorem and its generalization in

§5 is more interesting as a gobal result. It has nothing to do with our restriction to

A G R+: If Imiû(p) ^ 0, then there are no p-primary solutions even for all A G R.

However, the restriction to A G R+ makes it necessary to have w(p) > 0, since we

must have Aw(p) > 0 for the existence of p-primary solutions, as can be seen from

(3.22).
In this context we want to mention that in [2] the assumptions of Theorems

1.2 and 2.3 have been formulated somewhat sloppily. Instead of simply supposing

v ^ 0, we must demand v > 0, as in the proof there (see also [2, p. 336]). Thus, we

get the following assumptions for the existence of p-primary solutions in 7p with

AgR+.

Theorem 3. For p g Zd\{0} let

(4.5) 0 < w(p) G R and w{r) = 0   for all r G (2Z + l)p\{+p, -p}.

Define

(4 6) A   -i° if ¿(O) = +<*>,
(0) p ' \ (g'(O)w(p))-1    l/0<g'(0)<+oo.

With exceptions for X = Xp, the functions

(4.7) u'p(X,t) = g{Xw{p)\Ûx(p)\2cos{2np{t + «))},

A G (Ap,+oo), s G Td, are the only p-primary solutions of (2.1), where \û(p)\ —

|Ûa(p)| > 0 is the unique positive solution of

(4.8) |û(p)| =     g{Xw(p)\û{p)\2cos(2npt)}cos{2npt)dt.

X —» |û(p)| is continuous and increasing on (Ap,+oo) with

2i
(4.9) lim |û(p)| = —.

A—»oo 7T

The p-primary solutions (4.7) are p-stable; we even have

(4.10) dcV(A,|û(p)|)G(±,l),        AG(Ap,+oo),
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and

(4.11) lim <9</>p(A,|Û(p)|) = ±.
A—KX>

REMARK. At A = Ap there are (nontrivial) p-primary solutions if and only if g

is linear on some interval [—a, -fa], with a maximal (see (2.39)). If the latter is the

case, all p-primary solutions at A = Ap are of the form

(4.12) up(Ap, t) = y2 cos(2ttp(í f s))

with y G (0,a/2], s G Td.

PROOF. For z > 0 the function ^>P(A, •) is positive and concave. Excluding

the case A = Ap, treated in the remark, there exists a unique positive fixed point

|û(p)| of <f>p(X, ■) if and only if Xg'(0)w(p) > 1, or, equivalently, if A > Ap. |û(p)| is
increasing in A.

(4.9) is evident. Obviously, (4.7) is a p-primary solution. Conversely, if v is

any p-primary solution at A with v(p) ^ 0, then \v(p)\ is a positive fixed point of

4>p{X,■). Excluding A = Ap, we must have A > Ap and \v(p)\ = |û(p)| such that v

has the form (4.7). To prove (4.10), we first show

(4.13) Xw{p) / g'{Xw(p)\û(p)\2 cos(2irpt)} sin2 {2wpt)dt = -.

For this purpose we approximate g uniformly by a differentiable function g with

the same properties as g. Assuming without loss of generality that pi ^ 0, we get

by partial integration that

(4.14)       Xw{p) I    g'{Xw(p)\u(p)\2cos{2irpt)}sin2{2irpt)dt

[g{- ■ •} 8Ín(27rpí)/2|u(p)|27rpi]ÍJÍ¿ d{t2, ...,td)

lr£d

lfd-1

+ oi.»^i /    ë{- ■ •}cos(2rrpí) dt.
2|u(p)| 7t-

/Jt

The argument of the {• • •} is always the same as in the first line. Since the second

term in (4.14) vanishes and the last term tends to ^ as g tends to g, (4.13) is proved.

Now the concavity of <¡>P(X, z) for z > 0 yields, with (4.4),

(4.15) ¿VP(A, |«(p)|) = -    1 f — 4>p{X, \û(p)\) ) G ( i, 1i(l + ^p(A,|â(p)|))e(i,

which is (4.10). For (4.11) we have to show by the last equality that

(4.16) lim £«MA,|Û(p)|)=0.
A—»oo OZ

Fix Zq G (0,2~j/tt) such that, by (4.9), |û(p)| > zo for all sufficiently large A. The
concavity of <^P(A, z) for z > 0 implies

(4.17) 0<|^p(A,|U(p)|)

<  / [g{Aû)(p)|û(p)|2cos(27rpi)} - g{Aú)(p)z02cos(27rpí)}]

x cos(27rpí) di/(|û(p)| - z0) —> 0   for A —» oo.

This shows (4.16), and the proof is complete.    D
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5. Secondary bifurcations for p, g noncollinear. For the rest of the paper

we assume that

(5.1) 0 < ff'(O) < +00,

and

(5.2) g is strictly concave on (0, +oo).

This does not allow g to be linear or constant on some interval. In particular, g is

strictly increasing. For convenience we suppose, moreover, that g is differentiable

on R, though this condition is not really necessary and can be overcome by approx-

imating g suitably (see the proof of Theorem 4 for such an approximation). We

study the following problem: In which cases do there exist secondary bifurcating

branches of solutions from branches of primary solutions? We restrict this prob-

lem to the investigation of (p, g)-secondary solutions. Moreover, we assume in this

section that p, g G Zd are noncollinear in the sense that

(5.3) either p — 0 ^ g    or   (pp)(gg) — (pg)2 > 0.

Secondary bifurcations for collinear p, g ^ 0 are studied in §7.

In the following theorems the formulas for (0, g)-secondary solutions, g ^ 0, and

for (p, g)-secondary solutions, p, g G Zd\{0} noncollinear, are different. The proofs,

however, follow the same lines. If necessary, we use square brackets containing two

lines, the first of which corresponds to p = 0 and the second to p ^ 0; for example,

t&(0)
(5.4) 22 w(r) exp{27rzYt}

r=+p
2 Re(ú)(p) exp{27npí})

We prove the following generalization of Theorem 2.

THEOREM 4.   Letp,qG Zd satisfy (5.3), let (3.25) hold and w(p) ^ 0, w(q) ^ 0.

There exist (p, g)-secondary solutions only if

(5.5) Imw(p) = 0,    lmw(q) = 0,     and   w(p) > 0, w(q) > 0.

PROOF. Let «bea (p, g)-secondary solution. By assumption (5.3) we can find

s G Td with

(5.6)
s arbitrary

2ttsp = — a.rg(w(p)v(p))

After a rotation of u by s, we have

w(0)v{0)

2irsq = —arg(ú)(g)t)(g)).

(5.7) v°(t) A
|û>(p)û(p)|2cos(27rpi)

f A|û>(g)i(g)|2cos(27rg£)

such that v3 is even and therefore vs(p) G R\{0} and vs(q) G R\{0}. Since Vs is a

(p, g)-secondary solution, too, and g is invertible as a strictly increasing function,

we find for all t G Td that

w{0)v3(0)

vs(p)2 Re(w(p) exp(27npi))

w(0)v(0)

| w (p) v (p) 12 cos ( 27rpi )

and therefore w(p) G R, w{q) G R.

f vs(q)2 Re(t&(g) exp(27rz'gi))

+ |w(g)£(g)|2cos(27rgi),
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We know by Proposition l(ii) that

g I Xw{p)vs{p) (g) = 0

and

Therefore

0¿v3(p)

2 cos(2rrpí)

[g{Xw(q)va(q)2 cos(27rgí)}]A (p) - 0.

-/(■(
Xw (p)vs(p)

1

(5.8)

2 cos(27rpi)

f Aw(g)ûa(g)2cos(2 7rgí)i

g {Xw(q)v3(q)2cos(2irqi)} 1 cos(2irpt)dt,

0¿v*(q)

/(•IXw(p)v3(p)

(5.9)

2cos(2rrpí)

+Xw(q)v8(q)2 cos{2wqt)

g{ Xw(p)vs{p)
2cos(27rpí)

cos(27rgí) di.

But both equations can only hold if Xw(p) > 0 and Aw(g) > 0. By our restriction

to A > 0 we find the second part of assertion (5.5).    D

If we now assume (5.5) in addition to (3.18), we know by Theorems 1 and 3

that on (max(Ap, Xq), +oo) we have both p-primary and g-primary solutions. On

secondary bifurcations we get the following result, which will be proved at the end

of §8. By |û(p)| = |Ûa(p)| we denote the unique positive solution of (4.8), and

(2.37), respectively, on (Ap,+co).

THEOREM 5. Let p,q G Zd satisfy (5.3), and let (3.25) hold with w(p) >

0, w(q) > 0.
(i) If \ > w(q)/w(p) > 0, then in 7pq there is no secondary bifurcation on the

branch of p-primary solutions or on the branch of q-primary solutions.

(ii) If 1 > w(q)/w(p) > \, then in 7pq there is no secondary bifurcation on the

p-primary branch, but on the q-primary branch there occurs a secondary bifurcation

of a branch of (p,q)-secondary solutions at

(5.10)

with

Xqp = inf{A > Xq;d(j>q(X'\ûx'{q)\) < w(q)/w(p) for all X' > A},

(5.11) 0 < Ap < Xq < Xqp < + oo.
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Imu (q)

FIGURE 2.  Bifurcations for 2w(q) > iû(0) > w(q) > 0. The nu-

merically exact picture is given in Example 3.3 of [24]

FIGURE 3. Bifurcations for w(q) > w(0) > 0

This branch exists for all X G (Xqp,+oo) and consists of (p,q)-secondary solutions

of the form

u(t) = g { Xw(p)\v{p)\

(5.12)

±1

2cos(27rp(i + s))

f ú)(g)|u(g)|2cos(27rg(í f «))

with s G Td (recall \v(p)\ =¿ 0 and \v(q)\ ^ 0, by definition).

(iii) Ifp = 0 and 1 > w(0)/w(q) > 0, then in 7oq there exists no secondary bifur-

cation on the branch of q-primary solutions, but on the branch of nontrivial constant

solutions there occurs a secondary bifurcation of a branch of (0, g)-secondary solu-

tions at

(5.13) A0, = inf{A,d0o(A',ûv(O)) < w[0)/w(q) for all X' > X}
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with

(5.14) 0 < Aq < A0 < A0q < f oo.

This branch exists for all X G (Aog,+oo) and consists of (0, g)-secondary solutions

of the form (5.12) with p = 0.

We want to clarify the bifurcating situation by the following two figures in the

case 0 = p ^ g. In order to take care of the rotational invariance of û(g) G C, we

superpose the real axis of û(g) on the u(0)-axis. At the bifurcation points it will

be clear from the context in which direction the branch bifurcates. (See Figures 2

and 3.)

REMARKS. (1) Note that in the theorem the case w(q) > w(p) for p ^ 0, i.e.,

(pp)(qq) — (pq)2 > 0, is covered by (i) and (ii) with p and q exchanged.

(2) By continuity we get from (5.10) and (5.13) the bifurcation conditions

(5.15) d<pq(X, \û{q)\) = w(q)/w(p)    at A = Aqp,

(5.16) d¿o(A,|u(0)|) = i&(0)/tU(c)    atA = A09.

We know from (2.47) that

(5.17) 0 < d<po{X, |û(0)|) < 1   for A G (A0, +oo),

where the upper and lower bounds are approached for A \ Ao and A —► +00,

respectively. Similarly, by (4.10),

(5.18) \<d<Pq{X,\û(q)\)<l

for A G (A9, +00), and again the bounds are approached for A \ Xq and A —► +00.

But unfortunately, the functions dd>q(X,\û(q)\) and ¿Vo(A, |«(0)|) are, in general,

not decreasing. Therefore, the sets

(5.19) Aqp = {X> Xq,d(¡)q(X, \û{q)\) < w(q)/w(p)} D (Agp,foo),

(5.20) Ao, = {A > Ao, d<p0{X, |«(0)|) < w(0)/w(q)} D (A0„ f 00)

may be composed by several nonconnected intervals. It is now easy to generalize

the results of Theorem 5, such that for each A G Aqp, A G Ao9, respectively, there

are (p, g)-secondary solutions, (0, g)-secondary solutions, respectively. Thus, if we

have strict inclusions in (5.19) and (5.20), we get secondary bifurcating branches,

which again vanish. Schematically, we get the bifurcation picture in Figure 4.

As a common phenomenon (see e.g. [7, Chapter 11.11]), the appearance of the

secondary bifurcations is followed by an exchange of stability. Here, we note this

stability behavior only in terms of definitions (2.25)-(2.26). The results are conse-

quences of more detailed stability investigations in §8.

THEOREM 6.  Let the general assumptions of Theorem 5 hold.

(i) If \ > w(q)/w(p) > 0, then the p-primary branch is p-stable and q-stable,

while the q-primary branch is q-stable but not p-stable.

(ii) If I > w(q)/w(p) > |, then the p-primary branch is again p-stable and

q-stable, the q-primary branch is q-stable on (Xq, +00), but at the bifurcations it
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Figure 4

changes from a p-unstable or critical solution on (Xq, +oo)\Agp to a p-stable solu-

tion on Aqp.

(iii) If p = 0 and 1 > w(0)/w(q) > 0, then the q-primary branch is q-stable

and 0-stable, the 0-primary branch is 0-stable, but it is q-unstable or critical on

(Ao,+oo)\Ao<j and q-stable on Ao9.

6. An example : A secondary phase transition of first order. In this

section we give an extension of some results from [2]. There, for different interaction

potentials J, the equilibrium state in the thermodynamic limit for some mean-field

models from statistical mechanics on the circle T are studied.

It is shown that in the ferromagnetic, but also in the antiferromagnetic case,

there exist phase transitions of the equilibrium states. In particular, the phase

transition for the antiferromagnetic circle is linked with a breaking of the continuous

symmetry group T. In the context of the present paper, the phase transitions

of the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic circles correspond to the bifurcations

of 0-primary, respectively, p-primary, solutions of (2.1) from the trivial solution

u = 0, which represents the paramagnetic state. The secondary solutions, which

we have found in the last section, cannot, however, represent equilibrium states

of the corresponding models of statistical mechanics, since the secondary solutions

found are not stable. Nevertheless, in an indirect way, the secondary solutions

are of physical relevance. Though they do not appear directly, they give rise to a

secondary phase transition of first order.

The secondary bifurcation of the secondary solutions is linked with a change of

the stability behavior of the primary solutions; in the words of Theorem 6(iii): if

w(q) > w(0) > 0, the 0-primary solutions Uq are unstable on (Ao, f oo)\Aoq, but

are stable for A G Aoq 2 (Aoq,+oo), while the p-primary solutions are stable for

all A > Ap. Therefore, for A G Aoq, both primary branches are stable. Now the

equilibrium state has to make its choice between these two possible candidates by a

variational principle. For A between Xq and Ao the equilibrium state will certainly

be one of the ç-primary solutions, since these are the only stable solutions there. By

continuity, the equilibrium state will remain a g-primary solution even for values

A, which are little greater than Ao- But for very large A it is possible that the

newly stable 0-primary solutions win the variational principle. If this is the case,

there must be an intermediate value A* where the equilibrium state jumps from a
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g-primary solution to a 0-primary solution. We have a secondary phase transition

of first order.

The following example shows that this phenomenon may really happen. In order

to make things as easy as possible and to have a close connection to the represen-

tation in [2], we restrict ourselves to the case d = 1, though the results hold for

general dimension d.

At the sites a/n G T, a = 1,..., n, there are fixed magnetic spins X^. Without

interaction, the X% take independently the values f 1 and —1 with probability \;

i.e.,

(6.1) po = (&fi+«-i)/2.

We let the interaction potential have the form

(6.2) J{s,t) =w{s-t) = l + 2bcos(2irq(s - t))

with g G N, and

(6.3) 1< b < tt2/4.

The Hamiltonian of the interacting system is then given by

(6.4) *.(*")—¿    t    '(i'.?)-«.
ai,c«2 = l

and the common distribution of (X2)a=i,...,n is the Gibbs state to the Hamiltonian

Hn-

(&<\ p™k    ívncJi     „     i        „\     exp{-ßHn(x)) n"=i P(dxa)
(6.5) Probnjg(AQ G dxa, a = l,...,n) =---,

¿nß

where x = (xi,... ,xn) and Znß is the normalizing constant

» n

(6.6) Znß = /    exp(-ßHn(x)) TT p(dxa).
J*n a=l

In [2, Theorems 1.3 and 2.1] it is shown that in the thermodynamic limit the free

energy V>(/3) is given by the variational principle

(6.7) -frb(ß) :=  lim n'1 InZn0 = snp[ßF(f) - 1(f)}.

Here the functionals F and / are defined on U = L2(T) by

(6.8) F(f)=l- jj J(s,t)f(s)f(t)dsdt = \(f,w*f),

T2

and

(6.9) /(/)= / i(f(t))dt
Jt

with

, S(.A _/[(! + «) ln(l +u) + (l-u) ln(l - u)]/2

for lui > 1.
(6.10) i(u) = |[(l + «)ln(l + «) + (l-u)ln(l-u)]/2   for |u| < 1,

(See formulas (1.16)-(1.22) in [2].)
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By [2, Theorem 5.1] the supremum in (6.7) is always achieved, and any maxi-

mizing function / satisfies the mean field equation

(6.11) i'(f(t)) = ß(F'f)(t)    for almost all t G T.

In our example we have from (6.8) and (6.10) that

(6.12) th-1(f(t)) = ß-w*f(t),

or, equivalently, (2.1) with A = ß and g — (¿')_1 =th (see also (2.10)).

Next, we make use of Fenchel's duality (see [2, Appendix C]).

(6.13) snp[ßF(f) - /(/)] = sup[r(/) - (ßFY(f)},
feu f&M

where /* and {ßF)* are the Legendre transforms of I and ßF, respectively. In our

case we get, by [2, Lemma 3.6 and the remark thereafter],

(6.14) /*(/) = (r*)*(/) = r(/) = j' cj>P0(f(t))dt,

where <¡>Po is given in (2.9), and cj>'po = g (2.10).

On the other hand, we find by easy calculations that

(6.15) (ßFy(f):=sup{(f,h)-ßF(h)}
heu

= ißF(f0)    if / = ßw * /o for some f0 G H,
\ + oo       otherwise.

Note that (6.15) is well defined, since / = ßw * fi = ßw * /2 implies

ßF(fi) = \(h,ßw * h) = hU2,ßw * h) = ßF(f2).
Thus, we can rewrite (6.7) as

(6.16) -/W) =   lim n"1 In Zn = snp[T{ßw * f) - ßF(f)\.

Now, if the maximum of (6.16) is achieved at /, then / has to satisfy the mean

field equation, which is now written in the form

(6.17) (g{ßw*f},ßw*h)-(f,ßw*h)=0

for all h G M. Note that by (6.15) we have reduced the variational principle to the

space w * M. But, moreover, / must satisfy the second-order condition

(6.18) (g'{ßw *f}-ßw*h,ßw*h)- (h, ßw*h)<0

for all h G M. By the form (6.2) of w, (6.18) implies, in particular (by calculations

analogous to (4.18)),

(6.19) ßw(r) Í g'{ßw * f(t)} dt < 1

for r = 0, q. This is the stability condition (2.25) with < instead of <. For 0 < ß <

1/6 = ßq, the trivial solution u = 0 is the only solution of (6.17) and

(6.20) -ßi>(ß) = 0,        ß G (0,1/6].

By (5.16) the bifurcation point ßoq for the (0, g)-secondary solutions satisfies

(6.21) 6/30g(l - th2(/VW0)) = 1
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and ßoq > ßo = 1 > ßq — í/b. For ß G (ßq, 1) the g-primary solutions uq (4.7) are

the only stable solutions, and

(6.22) -ßip(ß) = ßb\uß{q)\2/2 - Í i(th{ßb\uß(q)\2cos(2itqt)))dt > 0.

So we have a first phase transition at ßq = 1/6. The phase transition is of second

order, since uß(q) —> 0 as ß \ ßq. But for ß > ßoq there are at least two different

types of stable solutions: the g-primary and the 0-primary solutions. For ß —► f oo

we find by (2.46) with 7=1,

(6.23) ßF (= Û0(O)) - I (= Uß(0)) = ßuß(0)2/2 - i(Uß(0)) « ß/2,

since i is bounded by In2 for 1^(0)1 < 1, while

(6.24) ßF(u*q(ß, ■)) - I(usq(ß, •)) = ßb(u0(q))2/2 - I(u°q(ß, ■)) « /362/tt2

by (4.9). Now (6.3) implies that (6.23) is greater than (6.24) for ß large enough.

The maximum of (6.16) is not attained any longer on the g-primary solutions. But

by Theorem 5 the g-primary solutions do not have bifurcations. Therefore, there

exists a ß* G (1, fco), where the maximum point jumps from a g-primary solution

to another solution of (2.1). We have found a secondary phase transition of first

order, as claimed at the beginning of the section. For ß large enough the new

maximum is attained by a constant nontrivial solution, which corresponds to a

ferromagnetic equilibrium state.

7.   Secondary bifurcations for collinear p, g. As one may expect, the be-

havior of secondary bifurcations is different if p and g are collinear; i.e.,

(7.1) nip = n2g ^ 0   for some ni,n2 G Z

with gcd(ni,n2) = 1. As in (3.9) we set

(7.2) r0 = p/ni = g/nj G Zd.

Of course, we assume that w again satisfies condition (3.25), which by (3.10) can

be rewritten as

(7.3) w(r)=0   forallrGÍ?:°\Jtf'^>     4- ;    * ^ ' "2 e™'
' y ' \ (2Z + l)r0\{±p, ±g}    if ni ■ n2 odd,

and that

(7.4) w(p) > w(q) > 0.

In the noncollinear case (3.25) implied condition (3.21) for p and for g (instead of

p). Therefore, we could consider the p-primary and the g-primary branches in the

last section. To guarantee this also in the collinear case, we must assume

(7.5) p i (2Z f l)g   and   g i (2Z + l)p.

Now, we get the following result about secondary bifurcations which is proved in

§9. The assumptions about g from the beginning of §5 are still valid.
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THEOREM 7.   leí p, g G Zd satisfy (7.1) and (7.5), and let (7.3) and (7.4) hold.

(i) There are never in 7pq bifurcations from the p-primary solutions.

(ii) If\> w(q)/w(p) > 0 andp ^ Zg, i.e., ni ^ 1, then the branch of q-primary

solutions does not have a secondary bifurcation in 7pq.

(iii) If Í > w(q)/w(p) > \ and p £ Zg, then

(7.6) (A9,+oo) 2 Aqp2 (Xqp,+oo)¿0

with Agp and Xqp from (5.19) and (5.10), respectively.

For X G A9p there are the following branches of (p, g) -secondary solutions, which

bifurcate from the q-primary solutions:

(7.7) vi{t) = g{Xw{p)\vi{p)\2sin(27r(pt + (n + ji)/m + h/2))

+ Xw(q)\vi(q)\2cos(2ir(qt + (r, + fc,)/rc2 + m,/2))}

and

(7.8) v2(i) = g{AuXp)|Û2(p)|2cos(27r(pi + (r2 + à)M + '2/2))

+ AuXg)|û2(g)|2sin(27r(gi f (r2 + fc2)/n2 + m2/2))},

t G Td, with the parameters ti,t2 G T; ji,j2 G {0,... ,ni - 1}; fci,fc2 G {0,...,

n2 - 1}; li,l2,mi,m2 G {0,1}.

(iv) If p G 2gZ, i.e., ni = 1 and n2 even, then there exists always a secondary

bifurcation in 7pq. It takes place at

(7.9) Agp = inf IA > A„ X'w(q) j g'{A'û-(g)|Û(g)|2cos(27r«)}

x(l — cos(47rn2s)) ds < w(q)/w(p) for all X' > A >

with

(7.10) A, < X\p < + 00.

For X G (Xqp,+oo), we have branches of (p, g)-secondary solutions of the form vx

from (7.7) (with nx = 1).

REMARKS. (1) Mutans mutandum, remark (2) after Theorem 5 also holds here:

On some intervals there may be bifurcating branches of the forms v1 or v2 described

above, which appear, disappear, and reappear according to the conditions appearing

in (5.19) and (7.9), respectively. We define

(7.11) Ajp = j A > Ag,Ató(g)yg'{AÚ)(g)|u(g)|2cos(27rnlS)}

x (1 - cos(47m2s)) ds < w(q)/w(p) > ,

(7.12) A2p = j A > Ag,Aw(g)y'g'{AÛ;(g)|û(g)|2sin(27rn1s)}

x (1 f cos(47rn2«)) ds < w(q)/w(p) > .
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If n2 ^ niZ, then by Proposition l(i), we can cancel the last cosine term in (7.11)

and (7.12) and get

(7.13) Aqp = A\p = A2p.

So we may have Aqp D (Xqp,+oo) ^ 0 with strict inclusion. In the case p G 2gZ,

i.e., ni — 1 and n2 even, A2p is always a bounded, possibly empty region in R+.

If A G A2. ^ 0, we have secondary bifurcating solutions of the form v2 from (7.8)

with nx = 1. However, these solutions disappear again as A —> +00.

(2) In (7.7) and (7.8) let us disregard the rotation group r G T for a moment;

i.e., put r = 0. Then since g is invertible, v1 and v2 represent 8 • ni • n2 different

secondary solutions if ni ■ n2 is odd. If ni ■ n2 is even, let ni be even, for example;

then the parameters ii = ni/2, fci = 1, and ¿1 = fci — 0 give the same solution.

Similarly for i2 and fc2. Therefore, we have only 4 • ni • n2 different secondary

solutions if ni ■ n2 is even. This fact corresponds to result (3.10).

(3) We refer to the end of §9 for some considerations concerning the stability of

the solutions in the collinear case.

8. The associated dynamical system for noncollinear p, q. We continue

to let g satisfy the additional conditions from the beginning of §5, let p and q be

noncollinear in the sense of (5.3), and let (3.25) hold with w(p) > 0, w(q) > 0. To

prove the results from Theorems 5 and 6, we need a good knowledge of the fixed

point problem for z = (zi, z2) G R2:

(8.1) z = <p(z) = {(pi{zi,z2),<fo(zi,z2)),

where

4>i{x,y) = / O I Xw(p)x
(8.2) l

1

2cos(2rrpi)

+ Aí¿(g)y2cos(27rgí) > cos(2irpt) dt,

(8.3) 4>2{x,y)= Jg{-■}cos{2Trqt)dt.

where we have in {• • •} the same argument as in (8.2). Of course, all fixed points

of <p are contained in

(8.4) n = n ~¥W\
n>0

where </>n — 4> o ■ ■ ■ o 4> (n times). We shall see that here Q is exactly the set of all

fixed points: There are no periodic orbits or more complicated variant limit sets.

It turns out that </>(R2) is a very nice compact convex set, independent of A, w(p)

and w(q).
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Theorem 8.

i (ix, -yy); \y\ < - cos (y) , |x| < 11    forp = 0¿q,

Í,              ,              8   f1/4       psin2(2nr)
Uixi^xi); \Xi\ = - / r-.
[ TÍO 1/1-/1

(8.5)        4>(R2) = {

_: dr,
- p2cos2(2-Kr)

g    ri/4

X3-¿| < — /       \/l — p.2 cos2(27rr) dr,
n Jo

0<P < 1, ¿ = 1,2 i

for (pp) (gg) - (pg)2 > 0.

PROOF. First assume p = 0 ^ g. For 0 ^ |x| < 1 we set m(x) = l/sin(7rx/2)

and check that

(8.6) sign{l f m(x) cos(27rr)} = sign(x) • (2 ■ l[o,(i+x)/4] (M) - 1)

for |r| < \ and 4|r| ¿ 1 + x, x ¿ 0. Then

ic *\    i-      a (   ax     , aim(i)\

(87)   ̂ ooH^Â^^gTJ

= 7 ( /    sign{x(l ± m(x) cos(27rgí))} di,

/    sign{x(l ± m(x) cos(27rgi))} cos(27rgi) dt )

/ r+i/2

— 7 ■ sign(x)     / sign{l f m(x) cos(27rr)} dr,

V/-1/2
/.+1/2 \

± / sign{l f m(x) cos(27rr)} cos(27rr) dr
7-1/2 //2

27r(l +x)
= 7-1 x, ±— sin

7T

= (^'±vC08(t))-

Since <^>(R2) is simply connected, we have

<¿(R2) 2 {(ix,iy), \y\ < (2/7r)cos(7rx/2)}.

If we had strict inclusion in the last line, there would exist (xo, yo) G R2 with

<t>{xQ,yo) = (l<t>l,1<t>2)

and

<p2 = (2/7r)cos(7r0i/2).

The curve y = (2/7t)cos(7tx/2) has in (<¡>i,<j>2) the outer normal direction ñ =

(sin(7r</)1/2), 1). For a G R+ set

h(a) = ñ ■ <p(xo + (a/Xw(0)) sin(ir<t>i/2), y0 + a/2Xw(q)).
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Then, for all a G R+,

—h(a) = / g'{Xw{0)xo -f asin(7r0i/2) f (X2w(q)y0 + a) cos(2nqt)}
da J

x(sin(7T(Ai/2) + cos(27rgi))2 dt > 0.

But, as in (8.7),

lim h(a) = 7 • » ■ { / sign{sin(7r<^i/2) + cos(27rgi)} dt,
n-oo \J

/ sign{sin(7r<^i/2) f cos(27rgí)} cos(27rgi) dt

= 7 • ñ • (fa, {21 it) cos(7r</>1/2)) = h{0)

gives a contradiction.

For (pp)(gg) = (pg)2 > 0 and 0 < p < 1, we calculate

(8.8) lim (?í>(ap/2Att;(p),±a/2Aü;(g))
a—*oo

/ sign{pcos(27rpf) ±cos(27rgí)}cos(27rpí)dí

/ sign{pcos(2rrpí) ± cos(27rgí)} cos(27rgí) dt

Set Bqp = {(r, s), r = tp, s = tq, t G Td}, and the last expression equals

(8.9)   27/13pq\

J

27

/     l{MCOS(2ffr)±co8(2irs)>0} cos(27rr) drds
JBp,

/     l{MCOS(2wr)±cos(27rs)>o} cos(27ts) dr ds

J Bvq

(    /- + 1/2   /-+1/2

/ / l{|s|Sarccos(TMCos(27rr))/2ir}C0s(27rr)(irds

J   -1/2J   -1/2
.+1/1   .-i/i

I I l{|3|garcco8(TMCo8(27rr))/27r}COs(27rs)drds
J -1/2J -\r\J  -1/2./   -1/2

/   y+1/2

= 72/tt

= 74/tt

78/tt

± arccos(qF/icos(27rr)) cos(27rr) dr
-1/2

r+i/2
/ ± sin arccos(=Fp cos(27rr)) dr

\J   -1/2

/      (7T - 2arccos(pcos(27rr))cos(27rr))(ir
J o

y 1/4

/      ± 2 sin arccos(p cos(27rr)) dr
J o

/    I1'4       /isin2(27rr)        J   \
/ / = dr

./o      yl - p2cos2(27rr)

f1/*    ._
b /       \/1 - p2 cos2(27rr) dr

JoV /
by partial integration.   For a —» -co or p = 1/p' G [1, fee) we get the other
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boundary points of the right side of (8.5). Thus <j)(R2) contains the right side of

(8.5). The converse inclusion is shown by a similar argument as in the first part of

the proof.    D

REMARK. Thanks to Theorem 8, it is sufficient to regard <p as acting on the

universal set <^(R2), which is independent of A, w(p), and w(q). Moreover, the

geometric form of </>(R2) can be used to analyse the behavior of the equilibrium

states and their phase transitions. In particular, the ground states can be nicely

discussed with the help of the set <^(R2). See also [10, §§VII and VIII], where the

ground states of a spin-glass model are studied in detail.

The essential step for determining the fixed points of <p is to analyse the fixed

points of the components <j>x and </>2 separately. We note the following easy facts:

(i) (x, y) is a fixed point of <p if and only if x is a fixed point of <}>i(-, y) and y is

a fixed point of <p2(x, •).

(ii) 0 is a fixed point for </>i(-,y) and <p2(x, ■) for all y G R, x G R, respectively.

(iii) If (x, y) is a stable fixed point of <p, then so is x for <¡>i(-, y) and y for <pi(x, ■).

However, the converse of the last statement is not true, as we shall see later.

In contrast to g, the functions (¡>i(-, y) and <f>i(x, ■) need not be concave on (0, oo),

in general. Instead of concavity, we use the following result.

LEMMA. Under the conditions from the beginning of this section, <pi(x,y) is

strictly increasing and odd in x but even in y. For x G R\{0} fixed, \(/>i(x,-)\ is

strictly decreasing in \y\ with

(8.10) lim   \<t>i(x,y)\ =0.
IvHoo

The same assertions hold for <p2 with x and y exchanged.

PROOF. Similarly to the first equations in (8.8)-(8.9), we get

(8
/. + 1/2    /- + 1/2      r

.11)   <t>i(x,y)= /       /      ?  A
j-i/1 j-i/1

\w(p)x
2cos(27rr)

+ Aty(g)y2cos(27rs)

1

cos(27rr)
drds,

(8.12)

/■ + 1/2     r+l/2

4>2(x,y) = / g{---}cos{2irs)drds,
.7-1/2    .7-1/2

again repeating the argument in {■ • ■} from (8.11).   The first assertions are then

easily verified by the properties of g.   For the second assertion we can assume
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x > 0, y > 0. Then

(8.13)

dx(j>2(x,y)

,+1/2    ,+1/2       C

2AÚ>(g) / /        g'I Xw(p)i
.7-1/2    .7-1/2 ^

, + 1/2     ,+ 1/2    /       f

= Atufo) / / U { AtS(p)
7-1/2    7-1/2      y.       I

'(

2 cos(27rr)

1

2 cos(27rr)

f Xw(q)y2cos(2TTs)

cos(27rr)

f Aw)(g)y2cos(27rs)

cos(27ts) dr ds

g' { Xw(p)x
1

2 cos(27rr)
- Aú)(g)?/2cos(27rs)

cos(27rr)
cos(27Ts)c!rcis

<0,

since the integrand is a.e. negative, as seen by cases.

Finally, <f>i(x,y) —»^-.oo 0 and (j)2(x,y) -^\x\-,oo 0 follow from (8.11) and

(8.12).    D
By the lemma, we can now describe the fixed points of <j>i and (p2 separately.

Recall the definition of Xp,Xq from (2.36) or (4.6) and of |û(p)|, |û(g)| from (2.37)

or (4.8).

THEOREM 9. For A G (0, Ap], x = 0 is the only fixed point of <j>i(-,y) for
ally. For X G (Ap,+oo) there exists a unique, positive, symmetric, continuously

differentiable function

ipi: (-|Û(p)|,+|û(p)|)^(0,co)

with

(8.14) cf>i(x,tpi(x)) = <j>i(x, -ipi(x)) = x

for all x G (—|«(p)|, +|w(p)|).   We have

lim     i>i(x) =0.
I«|-|Û(P)|

(8.15)

V>i(0) > 0 is uniquely determined by

(8.16) Aiû(p) Í g'{Xw{q)M0)2cos{2nqt)}dt = 1.

Similar assertions hold for <¡>2{x, •) by a function

V2:(-|Û(g)|,f|Û(g)|)^(0,oo),
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where p and g, x and y are exchanged everywhere.  Here, ^2(0) is uniquely deter-

mined by

(8.17) Xw(q)Jg'¡Xw(p)MO)
2 cos(27rpi)

dt = l.

REMARK. We want to point out that the strict concavity of g is essential for

Theorem 9. If g were linear on some intervals, then as in the remarks following

Theorems 1 and 3, we would not have uniqueness for the values of tpi satisfying

(8.14). The points of a whole interval would then satisfy these equations, and

equally the set of fixed points of <j> in (0,00)2 could then have a two-dimensional

subset.

PROOF. For A G (0, Ap] and x > 0, we get by the lemma and the definition of

Ap that

(8.18)    0 < <j>i{x,y) < Mx,0) = j g I Xw{p)i
2 cos(27rpi)

cos(27rpi) dt < x

for all y G R. <pi being odd in x, x = 0 is thus the only fixed point of <pi(-,y) for

ally.

Now let A G (Ap, f 00). </>i(x,0) = (f>p(X, x) from (2.44) or (4.2) is strictly concave

in x > 0 with |Ûa(p)| as the unique positive fixed point. Thus

(8.19) |01(x,O)|>|x|    for|x|G(0,|u(p)|),

|<pi(x,0)| < |x|    for |x| G (|û(p)|,+oo).

Hence, by the second assertion of the lemma, exactly for |x| G (0, |û(p)|), there

exists a unique y — ipi(x) > 0 with

(8.20) <S>i(x,y) = <¡>i{x, -y) =x.

Since (¡>i is odd in x, ipi is symmetric in x. By the implicit function theorem tpi is

continuously differentiable and

(8.21)
d_     , . _ 1 - dxd>i(x,rbi(x))

dx   1 dy4>i(x,ipi(x))

where dxcf>i (resp. dy<j>i) denote the partial derivatives of <j>i with respect to x (resp.

y). Next, we show that ip\ is bounded on (0, |û(p)|). Set

(8.22) g'{v) = sup{g'{v + 2Xw{p)x}; 0 < |x| < |û(p)|}.

Since /g'{Aií)(g)?/2cos(27rgí)}(ií —»i^—oo 0, we find yo > 0 with

(8.23) Xw(p) íg'{Xw(q)y02cos(2Trqt)}
2cos2(27rpi)

dt < 1.
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FIGURE 5.   The function tpi and the action of (¡>i{-,y), y fixed,

P = 0 ^ g.

Therefore, by the mean value theorem

(8.24)     <pi{x,yQ) = j g\xw(p)3
1

2cos(27rpi)

f Xw(q)yo2 cos(27rgi) \ cos(2irpt) dt

< Xw(p)\x\ / g'{Aî£)(g)j/o2cos(27rgi)}
1

2cos2(2ttpí)
di

<|x|

for all |x| < |«(p)|, and

(8.25) ■0i(x) < yo    for all |x| < |û(p)|.

Since by definition of |û(p)|, 4>i(±\û(p)\,0) = ±|û(p)|, the boundedness of V>i im-

plies (8.15). Since g' is strictly decreasing on R+, so is 5i0i(O, •). If dx<f>i(x,y) > 1

for (x, y) = (0, yo), this inequality also holds in a neighborhood U of (0, yo) in

(0,oo)2. Since <f>i(0,y) = 0, we find d>i(x,y) $ x for all (x,y) G U, and (0,yo) can-

not be an accumulation point of (x,^i(x)). Hence, V'i(O) is uniquely determined

by

(8.26) 3x¿i(0,iM0)) = l,

which is equivalent to (8.16), since p and q are noncollinear. The analogue of (8.21)

for \p2 is

(8.27)
d, , v _ l-dv<l>2(ih(y),v)     n

dyV2KV)      dMMvlv)  '

For p = 0 t¿ g we get the picture of tpi shown in Figure 5. The arrows indicate

the action of 4>i(-,y) for y fixed.

The proof of Theorem 9 and fact (ii) preceding the lemma give the following

complete description of the fixed points of </>.
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THEOREM  10.

(8.28) F = [{0}xRU{(i,±!fi(i)), |x| < \û(p)\}\

n[Rx{0}U{(±^(y),y),  \y\ < \û(q)\}\

is the set of all fixed points of 4>.

To formulate the following relations between ipi(Q) and |û(g)| and between ^2(0)

and |û(p)|, we recall the dependence on A of rpi and ip2, though not made explicit,

and the definition of Aqp and Aog in (5.19)-(5.20). For A < Ap we set, for conve-

nience, |û(p)| = 0 and ip\ = 0, and similarly |û(g)| = 0 and rp2 = 0 for A < Ag.

Theorem 11. {\) If \> w(q)/w(p) > 0, then

(8.29)

(8.30)

\û(p)\ > MO)
MO) > |û(g)|

for X G (Ap,+00).

(ii) Ifl> w(q)/w(p) > \, then

(8.31) |û(p)|>Va(0)    /or A G (Ap,+00),

V>i(0)>|U(g)|    /orAG(Ap,Ag),(8.32)

but

(8.33) Vi(0) < |û(g)| exactly for X G Aqp D (Xqp, +00).

(iii) Ifp-0 and 1 > w(0)/w(q) > 0, then

(8.34) Vi(0) < Hq)\    for X G (Ag, +00),

|û(0)| < V2(0)    /orAG(Ag,A0),(8.35)

but

(8.36) |û(0)| > ^2(0) exactly for X G A0q 2 (Aog, +00).

PROOF.  First, remark that (8.32) holds trivially since i/>i(0) > 0

A G (Ap, A,). Similarly for (8.35). By (2.47) or (4.10) we find

(8.37) Xw(q) j g'hw(p)\Û(p)\
2 cos(27rpí)

û(g)| for

dt G w{q)/w(p) ■ (0,1)

for A > Ap, and

(8.38) Aü>(p) (g'{Xw(q)\û(q)\2cos(2itqt)}dt G w(p)/w(q) ■ (¿, 1)

for A > Ap. Thus, for A > Ap, (8.17) implies |Ûa(p)| > ^2(0) if w(q)/w(p) < 1, i.e.,
(8.29) and (8.31); and for A > Ag, (8.16) implies ̂ i(0) > |û(g)| if w{p)/2w{q) > 1,
i.e., (8.30), or, for p = 0, ^i(0) < ]û(g)| for w(0)/w(q) < 1, i.e., (8.34). But if

1 G w(p)/w(q) ■ (¿, 1), then by definition (5.19),

(8.39) Xw(p) Íg'{Xw{q)\Û(q)\2cos(2nqt)}< 1
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FIGURE 6. The functions ^i(i) and ^2(2/) forp - 0 ^ g, w(q) > w(q)

> w(0) > 0, and A G (Ao,Aog,Aog) in (a) (resp. A > Aog in (b)).
The fixed points of <p are noted by a small circle.

if and only if A G Agp ̂  0, such that (8.16) implies (8.33).  Similarly, for p = 0
and 1 G w(q)/w(0) ■ (0,1), we have, by (5.20),

(8.40) Aû)(g)g'{A|û(0)|w(0)} < 1

if and only if A G A0g, i.e., (8.36).    D
REMARKS, (i) Remark (i) after Theorem 5 also applies here.

(ii) The proof of (8.29) verifies just the branching condition: there are no bifur-

cations on the p-primary branch of solutions into the direction of (p, g)-secondary

solutions. Conversely, (8.32) and (8.33) prove that indeed a secondary bifurcation

occurs on the branch of g-primary solutions, and similarly in case (iii) with p = 0

and g exchanged. In case (i) there does not exist a secondary bifurcation on either

branch of primary solutions. Nevertheless, to know, in this case, if there are no

(p, g)-secondary solutions at all, one has to compute the functions ibx and tp2 and

to see if their graphs intersect as in Figure 6.

We like to note that Figure 6 is a little optimistic, since for general g one can-

not prove without additional assumptions that the graphs of tbx and ip2 have no

intersection in case A < Aog (a), and exactly one intersection point in (0, oo)2 in
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case A > Aog (b), though this is what we expect in most examples. The results of

Theorems 10 and 11 have the following immediate consequence according to fact

(i) preceding the lemma.

COROLLARY. // (ii) 1 > w(q)/w(p) > \ and X G Aqp, or if (iii) p = 0 ^ g, 1 >
w(0)/w(q) > 0 and X G Aog, then there exists at least one fixed point of <j> in

(0, oo)2 PI (¡)(R2). By {\v(p)\, \v(q)\) we denote that fixed point of <¡> in (0, oo)2, for

which \ii(q)\ in case (ii) (resp. |v(0)| in case (iii)) is maximal.

The results of this section enable us to prove Theorem 5 of §5.

PROOF OF THEOREM 5. (i) If \ > w(q)/w(p) > 0, then the expression in

(8.37) is less than | for all A > Ap, and the expression in (8.38) is greater than 1 for

all A > Ag. So in 7pq there are no secondary bifurcations either on the p-primary,

or on the g-primary branch.

(ii) If 1 > w(q)/w(p) > ¿, then the expression in (8.37) is still less than 1 for

all A > Ap, and in 7pq there is no secondary bifurcation on the p-primary branch.

But (4.11) for g shows that Agp, defined in (5.10), is finite and Agp D (Agp, +00) ^

0. Ag < Agp follows from |û(g)| ->a\a, 0. By continuity (8.31)-(8.33) and the
corollary show that there exists a bifurcation of (p, g)-secondary solutions of the

form (5.12), which branches off the g-primary solution and exists for all A G Agp.

(iii) Let p = 0 ^ q and 1 > w(0)/w(q) > 0. The expression in (8.38) is less

than 1 for all A > Ag, and in ^>g there is no secondary bifurcation on the branch

of g-primary solutions. Here, (2.48) yields Aog < +00, and (8.35)-(8.36) show the

existence of a secondary bifurcation in 7oq on the branch of nontrivial constant

solutions. The (0, g)-secondary solutions are of the form (5.12) with p = 0 and

exist for all A G Aog. By (2.43) we have Ao < Aog.    □
We finish this section by describing the stability properties of the fixed points of

(j). We use the following terminology:

DEFINITION. A fixed point z of <j> is called stable if all eigenvalues p¿ of the

linearization d<¡> of <j> at z have modulus less than 1: |p¿| < 1 for all eigenvalues

p,. z is called a hyperbolic fixed point if for some eigenvalues p¿0, p¿, of dd> at z we

have |ptol < 1) \ßii I > 1) and |/**| 7^ 1 for all other eigenvalues, z is called (totally)

unstable if |p¿| > 1 for all eigenvalues p, of d<p at z. z is called critical if |p¿| = 1

for at least one eigenvalue p¿ of d<¡> at z.

THEOREM 12.   The fixed points of <j) have the following properties:

(i) If\> w(q)/w(p) > 0, then

stable for X G (0, Ap),
(8.41) (0,0) ¿J { hyperbolic for X G (Ap, A,),

unstable for X G (Xq, f 00);

(8.42) (±|u(p)|,0) is stable for A G (Ap,f 00);

(8.43) (0, ±|û(g)|) is hyperbolic for all X G (Ag, +00).

(ii) If I > w(q)/w(p) > 5, then (8.41) and (8.42) hold again, but

,a .... ,„     ,., ,,,  .    f hyperbolic or critical for X G (Ag,+oo)\Agp,
(8.44) (0,±\u(q)\)ts^stableforXeAí¡p.
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(8.45) (±|i(p)|,±|û(g)|) is hyperbolic or critical for all X G Aqp.

(iii) Ifp = 0 ^ g and 1 > w(0)/w(q) > 0, then

(8.46)

{stable for X G (0, Ag),
hyperbolic for A G (Ag, Ao),
unstable for A G (Aq, +oo);

(8.47) (0, ±|û(g)|) is stable for X G (A„ +00);

(8.48) (±|«(0)|, 0) is Í fcWJrfcf c or critical for X G (A0, +oo)\A0g,
l staole for à g ¿Soq,

(8.49) (±|u(0)|,±|v(g)|) is hyperbolic or critical for X G Aog.

REMARK. ±|w(p)| is a stable fixed point of (¡>i(-, ±|v(g)|), and ±|fi(g)| is a stable

fixed point of <p2(±\v(p)\, ■), since they lie on the graphs of tpi and tpi, respectively,

which represent stable fixed points for <pi(-,y) and <j>i(x, •), respectively. This im-

plies that the corresponding solution (5.12) is p-stable and g-stable. However, with

regard to <f>, (±|û(p)|,±|t)(g)|) is not stable. See also the remark at fact (iii) pre-

ceding the lemma.

PROOF. The linearization of <j> is given by

(8.50)

where

(8.51)  dxMx,y) = Xw(p)

d<f>-

/•I

dx<j>i    dy<j>i

dx<pi   dy4>i

Xw(p)x
1
2cos(27rpi)

f Aú)(g)y2cos(27rpí)

2cos2(27rpí)
dt

(8.52)

and

dy<í>i(x,y) = Xw(q) Íg'{■■ -}2cos2(2irqt)dt,

dv<Pi(x,y) = 2w(q) dx4>2{x,y)1/0(0)
l/2w(p)

is given in (8.13). By a calculation similar to the first equations in (8.8)-(8.9), we

get

(8.53) dy(j>i(x,y) = dx<j>i(x,y) = Q   ifx = 0ory = 0.

(8.41) and (8.46) are obvious from the definition of Ap, Ag in (2.36) or (4.6). (2.38)

or the concavity of </>g(A, z) show

and

dx<pi(±\u(p)\,tí) = -^<j>p(X,\û(p)\) G (0,1)    for A G (Ap,+oo)

dy<t>i(0,±|û(g)|) = Q-z<t>q(K Hq)\) G (0,1)    for A G (Ag, +00).
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By (8.37), (8.38), and the noncollinearity of p, g, we get

dy<h(±\û(p)\,0) = Xw(q)Ig' I ±Xw(p)\û(p)\

G w(q)/w(p) ■ (0,1),

1

2cos(27rpi)
2cos2(27rgí)áí

and

dxM0,±\û(q)\)Gw(p)/w(q)-(i,l).

Thus, if w(q)/w(p) < 1 in case (i) or (ii), then (±|û(p)|, 0) is stable for A G (Ap, -f oo).

If w(p)/w(q) > 2 in case (i), then (0, ±|û(g)|) is hyperbolic, and if w(0)/w(q) < 1

in case (iii), then it is stable for A G (Ag,+oo). If w(p)/w(q) G (1,2) in case (ii),

then by (5.19) and (4.3) we obtain

dxM0,±Hq)\) = ^d<bq(X,\û(q)\)<l    iff   AGAgp,

while in case (iii) with w(0)/w(q) < 1 by (5.20),

¿v>2(±|û(o)|,o)Mg)
w(0)

d0o(A,|û(O)|)<l   iff   AGA0g.

This shows (8.44) and (8.48). For assertions (8.45) and (8.49), we have to calculate

the eigenvalues

(8.54) p1/2 = (c^! + ¿V2)/2 ± \{dx<t>x + dy(j>i)2/4 + dy<j>idx<j>2 - d^idyM1'2

at (±|v(p)|, ±|t>(g)|). The maximality condition in the corollary says that in case

(ii) the graph {{My),y);y G (\v(q)\, \û(q)\)} lies above the graph {(x,ipi(x));x G

(0, |í(p)|)}, while in case (iii) the graph {(x, ipi(x));x G (|v(p)|, |û(p)|)} lies above

{(^2(2/), y)\ y G (0, |v(g)|)} (see Figure 6). Both cases imply that

(8.55) \MHp)\)\ < l/l^(l«(9)l)l-

By (8.21) and (8.27) this shows that at (|i(p)|, \v{q)\),

(8.56) 0 < |(1 - dx(j>x)(l - dy4>2)\ < dy(j>xdx<t>2.

Assume first that (1 — dx(f>x)(\ — dycf)2) > 0. Then in (8.54) we have

dy4>idx(p2 - dx<pidy(f)2 > 1 - (dx(f>i + dy(j)2)

such that with a - (dx(f>i + dy<j>2)/2 > 0, we get pi > a + (a2 + 1 - 2o)1/2 =

a + |1 — a| > 1, and p2 < a — |1 — a\ < 1.

If, on the other hand, (1 - dx(j)i)(l — dy4>2) < 0—i.e., 0 < dx<pi < 1 < dy(p2 or

0 < dy4>i < 1 < dx(j>i—then, since

dy4>idx<j>i
w(Q)

2w{p)

[dy4>xf
2w{q)

>0,

we get

Pi > (<9x0i +dy(f>2)/2 + \dx(pi -dy4>2\/2 -max(dx(hi,dy<j)2) > 1,

P2 < {dx<Pi +dy4>2)/2- \dx4>i -dy<j)2\/2 = min(dx<t>i,dyfa) < 1.
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To finish the proof of (8.45) and (8.49), we need only show that p2 > 0. But at

(\v(p)\,\Hq)\)

0 < dy4>idx(¡)2 < X2w{p)w(q) X Ijg'l Xw(p)\v{p)\
2 cos(2rrpí)

+AÚ)(g)|í)(g)|2cos(27rgí)

x I cos(27rpí) I ■ I cos(27rgí) | dt I

< dx<j)idy<j>2

such that

P2 = (dx<f>i + dycf>2)/2 - ((dx<j>i - ¿V2)2/4 f dy<t>idx4>2)i/2

> a — \a\ = 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 12.    D

The proof of Theorem 6 is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 12. We

only note that for primary solutions, the linearization d(f> has diagonal form by

(8.53). The definition of p- or g-stability is then by (4.14)-(4.15), and the non-

collinearity of p, g equivalent to the fact that dx<j>i (resp. dy<f>2) is less than 1.

9. The dynamical system for collinear p, g. We assume the collinearity

conditions (7.1) and (7.5) for p, g, and (7.3) and (7.4) for the function w. In order

to get in 7pq a secondary bifurcation from the p-primary solutions, one of the

following bifurcation conditions must be satisfied:

Í
(9.1)    1 = Xw(q) / g'{Aiû(p)2Re(û(p) exp(27ni'pí))}2cos2(27rgí) dt

,1/2

= Xw(q) /       g'{Aûi(p)|û(p)|2cos(27rn2s-(-argÛA(p))}
7-1/2

x (1 + cos(47TOis)) ds

or

,i/^
(9.2) l = Xw(q)l       g'{Aû)(p)|û(p)|2cos(27rn2«-(-argÛA(p))}

7-1/2

x (1 - cos(47rrii s)) ds.

But we claim that the right expressions of (9.1) or (9.2) are always less than

w(q)/w(p) < 1. To verify this, set p = 2Aw(p)|û(p)| > 0 and a = argû(p) for

A > Ap. First consider the case ni ^ n2Z. By Proposition l(i) we have

(9.3) / g'{pcos(27rn2s f a)}cos(47rnis)ds = 0,

and (4.3) and (4.10) yield

(9.4)'                Xw(q) / g'{pcos(27rn2s + a)}ds G w(q)/w(p)(\, 1),
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which proves our claim in this case.   On the other hand, assume ni = I ■ n2 G

n2Z, / > 1. We note first that for all ß G T and z G (0, ±)

(9.5) /   [cos(2irs) ±cos(2n(Is - ß))]ds

= (l/7r/)[/sin(27Tz) ±sin(27r/z)cos(27r/3)]

> (l/7r/)[/sin(27rz) - |sin(27r/z)|] > 0.

Since g' is decreasing on R+, we can define f dg'(y) as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral

on R+ with

(9.6) /  dg'{y) < 0   for all 0 < a < 6,
Ja

and

(9.7) g'{/z| cos(7r«)|} = g'(0) f T 1[v/M)1](| cos(tts)|) dg'(y).
Jo

Then by (9.5)-(9.7),

,+1/2

(9.8) /        g'{pcos(27rn2« f a)}[cos(47rn2s-|-2a) ±cos(47rni«)]ds
7-1/2

/•+1/2

= /        g'{p\ cos(7rs)|}[cos(27rs) ± cos(27rZs - 2/a)] ds
7-1/2

,p. ,arccos(K//i)/7r

= /   dg'(y) / [cos(2rr«) ± cos(27r/s - 2/a)] ds < 0,
.7o J—BLtccoa(y/u)/ir

or, by (4.13),

- + 1/2

1/2

x [2sin2(27rn2s f a) - (1 ± cos(47rn1s))] ds

Mq) f+1/2
= -tt4 - Xw(q) / g'{pcos(27rn2s f a)}(l ± cos(47rnis)) ds,

W(P) 7-1/2

which proves our claim, following (9.2). Therefore, under the assumptions of The-

orem 7, there exists in 7pq no bifurcation from the p-primary branch of solutions.

To prove the existence of secondary bifurcations from the g-primary solutions,

we use the same technique as in §8. Here we look for nondegenerate fixed points

(x, y), x t¿ 0 ^ y, of the following pair of operators:

(9.9) <i>l{x,y) = (4>\(x,y),4>\(x,y))   and   <¡>2(x,y) = (<p\(x,y),<pl(x,y)),

where

4>i(x,y) —  / g{Aú)(p)x2sin(27rpí) + Aw(g)y2cos(27rgí)}sin(27rpí)d£

/•+1/2

=   / g{Aú)(p)x2sin(27rn2s) + Aií)(g)y2cos(27rn1«)}sin(27rn2s)d«,
7-1/2

/• + 1/2

0 < Aú) (g) / g'{pcos(27rn2s fa)}
7-1/2
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and similarly

r + l/2

<¡>2(x,y) =   I g{Atí)(p)x2sin(27rn2s) f Aíü(g)y2cos(27rni«)}
7-1/2

x cos(27rnis)ds,

f+l/2
<riï(a;)2/)=  /        g{Aú)(p)x2cos(27rn2s) f Aú)(g)y2sin(27rnis)}

7-1/2

x cos(27rn2s) ds,

r+i/2

<¡>i{x,y) =  I g{Aú)(p)x2cos(27rn2s) f Aii)(g)y2sin(27rni«)}
7-1/2

x sin(27rni«) ds.

For the pairs (<f>\, (p\) and (4>2,<¡>2) we get the same results as in the lemma and

Theorem 9 of §8.

THEOREM  13.   The functions <p\ and <j>\ are strictly increasing and odd in x

but even in y. For x ^ 0 they are strictly decreasing in \y\ with

(9.10) lim   |«Ai(x,y)|=lim   |<¿2(x,y)| = 0.
\v\~*°° lî/Hoo

For X G (0, Ap], x = 0 is the only fixed point of <f>\(-,y) and </>2(-,y) for all y, while
for X G (Ap, +00) there exist unique, positive, symmetric, continuously differentiable

functions tp\ andtp2 on (—\û(p)\,+\û(p)\) with

(9.11) <t>\(x,±*l>\(x)) = 4>\(x,±i>2(x)) = x

for all x G (—|û(p)|, f |û(p)|), and

(9.12) lim      Mx) = 0,        ¿ = 1,2.
m->\u\(p)\

The same facts hold for (f>\ and <p\ with functions i¡)\ anà ^2 on (~\û{q)\i +\u(q)\)

if we exchange x and y and p and q everywhere. At zero rjj\ and if)2 are uniquely

determined by the equations

/•+1/2
(9.13) 1 = Xw(p) / g'{Aû)(g)^11(0)2cos(27rnis)}(l - cos(4rrn2s)) ds,

7-1/2

/•+1/2
(9.14) 1 = Att>(p) / g'{Aw(g)i/»2(0)2sin(27rn1s)}(l f cos(47rn2s)) ds.

7-1/2

Analogous equations determine ip2 (0) and ip2 (0) uniquely.

The proof of this theorem follows the same lines as those of the lemma and

Theorem 9 in §8. (8.13) is now replaced by

(9.15) dy<j)\(x,y) = w(q)/w(p)dx(j)l(x,y)

,+1/2

= Xw(q) I        [g'{Ai&(p)x2sin(27rn2s) f Aii)(g)y2cos(27rni«)}
7-1/2

- g'{-Aü>(p)x2sin(27rn2s) f Aú)(g)y2cos(27rnis)}]

x sin(27m2s) cos(27rnis) ds,
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which is less than 0 if x > 0 and y > 0. Similarly to (8.24), the boundedness of ip\
follows from

(9.16) 4>\(x,y) < Xw(p)\x\ I g'{Xw(q)y2cos(2imis)}(l — cos(4wn2s))ds,

which is less than |x| if y is only large enough. Here, g' is taken from (8.22).

For the following result, recall the definitions of Agp, Aqp, and A2p from (5.19),

and (7.11), (7.12), respectively.

THEOREM 14.   (i) Assume p £ gZ.  Then

Ajp = A2p = AgpD(Agp,+co)^0    iff   1 > w(q)/w(p) > 1/2.

(ii) If p G 2qZ, then for all w(p) > w(q) > 0,

A1qpD(X1qp,+<x>)¿0,

but Aqp is a bounded (possibly empty) region in R+.

(iii) For i — 1,2 we have

\û(p)\ > MO)    for all X G (Ap, f oo),

M0)<\û(q)\    iffXGAqp.

PROOF, (i) follows from (7.13) and (4.10)-(4.11). Now, let p G 2gZ; i.e., ni = 1
and n2 even. We consider the positive measures on T:

(9.17) m(ds) = Xw(q)g'{Xw(q)\û(q)\2cos(2ns)}ds,

and

(9.18) p2(ds) = Aii)(g)g'{Atû(g)|û(g)|2sin(27rs)}ds.

For A \ Ag we have |û(g)| —► 0 and Xqw(q)g'(0) = 1 such that

(9.19) Pi(ds) —> ds    in the weak sense,        i = 1,2.

For A —> oo, (4.11) shows p¿(T) —> \, but pi(ds) -* 0 for all s ^ ±\ and

P2(ds) —> 0 for all s t¿ 0, |. By the symmetry of pi on 0 and the symmetry of p2

on j, we get

(9.20) lim pi = j{6i/4 + 63/4), lim p2 = \{S0 + ¿1/2).
A—*oo A—>oo

Now the positive functions

(9.21) hi(X) =  i(l + (-1)1 cos(47rn2s))p! (ds),

which by the assertion following (9.2) with p,g and ni,n2 exchanged are always

less than 1, satisfy

(9.22) lim hi(X) = 1    for i = 1,2,

(9.23) lim MA) - i (» - »s (*=) - cos (4=H3)) - 0.
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and

(9.24) ^ft2(A) = ^2 + 1 feos (^)) =1.

Therefore

(9.25) Aip = {A, ftx(A) < w(q)/w(p)} D (XL, +00) ^ 0,

while

A2p = {A,ft2(A)<û;(g)/^(p)<l}

is a bounded, possibly empty region in R+. This proves (ii). Now, the equations

uniquely determining ^(0) and i/>2(0) in Theorem 14, the assertion after (9.2), and

the definition of A*p yield (iii) immediately.    D

PROOF OF THEOREM 7. We have already seen at the beginning of this section

that the branch of p-primary solutions does not have a secondary bifurcation in 7pq.

Similar calculations as in (9.3)-(9.4), with p,g and ni,n2 exchanged, show that if

\ > w(q)/w(p) > 0 and p ^ Zg, then there are no secondary bifurcation from the

g-primary solutions. But if 1 > w(q)/w(p) > \ and p ^ Zg, then Theorem 14 and

the symmetry properties of (¡>l,(t>2 give us the existence of eight nondegenerated

(l^(p)l ¥= 0 ̂  \vi(q)\) fixed points

(9.26) (±\vi(p)\,±\vi(q)\)    and    (±|£2(p)|,±|Û2(g)|)

of c})1 and <p2, respectively, which branch from the fixed points (0, ±|tt(g)|). The fixed

points (9.26) establish the secondary solutions vi and v2 of (7.7)-(7.8) with r¿ =

ji = ki = 0, i = 1,2. Rotating these solutions Vi by r0 ■ {r+j-n2 + fc¿ni)/nin2(roro)

with

j[n2 = ji modni    and   k[ni = ki modn2,        i = 1,2,

it is easily proved by the invariance of the set of solutions of (2.1) under rotations

in Td that vi and v2 given in (7.7)-(7.8) are indeed secondary solutions by any

choice of the parameters.

In the same way, part (iv) of Theorem 7 follows from the results about A*p in

Theorem 14.    D

Let us conclude with some remarks about the stability of the solutions. The

fact following (9.2) proves that the p-primary solutions are p-stable and stable with

respect to all directions û(g) G C. Similarly, the g-primary solutions are g-stable.

In the case p ^ gZ they are also p-stable if and only if A G Agp D (Xqp, f 00), i.e.,

if 1 > w(q)/w(p) > I and fti(A) = ft2(A) < w(q)/w(p). If, however, p G 2Zg, then

one can show that the g-primary solutions are stable with respect to all directions

û(p) G C only if A G AqpC\ Aqp, which is bounded in R+. It is hyperbolic or critical

otherwise. If, for A G Aqp, we denote by (|í¿(p)|, |u¿(g)|) that fixed point of <px

in (0, oo)2 with |u¿(g)| maximal, then we have a hyperbolic or critical fixed point

of <j), which also gives hyperbolic or critical secondary solutions v%, i = 1,2, by

(7.7)-(7.8).
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